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A photographic and inspiring journey to places

that make you feel at home, 

because they satisfy your need for 

security, belonging and peace.



 Feel at home. Be welcome in places where you will find familiarity, 

well-being, safety, security, joy, silence and amazement. 
The Rhine near Mannheim seems unsure in which direction it should flow after humans are increasingly robbing it of water - June 2023



 Deviate from the linear path if you want to experience adventure and liveliness. 
The Reißinsel in Mannheim Forest Park, which has been declared a nature reserve, is a small oasis for long walks - December 2023



 When the world is upside down, you can immerse yourself, turn around confidently or simply marvel. 
The new town hall of the city of Leipzig and other renovated buildings are reflected in the water of the Fritz-von-Harck-Complex - March 2023



 Despite technological straightforwardness, humans will never defeat the creative power of nature. 
The planes circling around Stuttgart Airport seem to take no notice of the beauty of the sky here in Dagersheim - August 2023



 You wouldn't believe the immense potential that still lies dormant within you. 
A fern in the Luisenpark tropical house during the BUGA in Mannheim knows exactly what wonderful things it still will become - August 2023



 Anyone who is constantly looking into the distance misses 

the lightness and carefreeness of the here and now. 
A sculpture in the Schwetzingen castle garden that probably dates from another century remains immobile in the water - July 2023



 What are you waiting for? Dive into the crystal clear water and refresh your body, mind and soul. 
One of the many small private entrances in the large bay of Santa Ponca on Mallorca is just waiting for you - October 2023



 Choose the branches in your life that have been given to you, with an intuitive mind. 
The unique forest around Lake Eibsee in the Zugspitz region invites you to go hiking or talk to the hobbits - August 2023



 It's high time to jump into a lake at sunset and go for a swim. 
The Kollersee near Speyer is one of countless, beautiful swimming lakes fed by the Father Rhine near Mannheim - September 2023



 Discovering oneself means discovering stillness and introspection. 
A small niche in the Mannheim BUGA's Spinelli quarter promises informative relaxation or a creative surprise - July 2023



 Development and growth require both: following other people's paths and your own. 
At the summit of the Osterfeldkopf at almost 2,000 m, it is worth taking a look back at Garmisch-Partenkirchen or towards the Zugspitzplateau - August 2023



 You are the master builder of your life. Put together the elements you need for it. 
On Mannheim's Reißinsel you can always find artistic expressions from people who find harmony with nature - August 2023



 Every turn has its charms and presents its dangers. To find out, you have to ... 
Only locals understand the different shapes and materials and therefore functions of barriers in the East Frisian town of Norddeich - April 2023



 Sit on a big, fat, white cloud every now and then in the coming year and 

look at the world with serenity and a contented smile. 
Bonus image: A never-before-seen cloud formation brings Mannheim a summer temperature drop of 20 degrees - July 2023
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